FENDER "SUPER-AMP" LAYOUT
MODEL 5C4

VOLTAGES READ TO GROUND WITH ELECTRONIC VOLTMETER. VALUES SHOWN +/- 20%.

NOTE - LATER MODELS HAVE ONLY ONE SPEAKER Jack.
LATEST MODELS USE 12 WATT GLASS MINIATURES IN PLACE OF 6SC7's (SAME CIRCUIT). SEE PART NOS. 5 AT BOTTOM

5U4G  6L6C  6L6C  6SC7(62X7)  6SC7(62X7)  6SC7(62X7)
FENDER "SUPER-AMP" SCHEMATIC
MODEL 5C4

NOTE - LATEST MODELS USE 12 VOLT GLASS MINIATURES IN PLACE OF 6SC7s, (SEE PARENTHESES)
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